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SHINING A LIGHT ON YOUR
CHILD'S EDUCATION
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A Letter to You

This prospectus will give you an in-depth look at

DEAR PARENT,

the curriculum we can provide for your child at
the nursery, to encourage their growth, learning

Choosing a nursery for your child can be a

and development here at Newbury Lighthouse

difficult decision to make.

Nursery.

For many parents, they’re entrusting the most

(Particularly given the current risks presented by

precious aspect of their lives to the staff at

COVID-19, we’ve taken extra measures to

the nursery, and they want to make sure

update our policies and working practices to

they’ve made the right choice.

reflect the best practice in managing risks
associated with Coronavirus. This means you

We don’t just see our nursery as a place to

can have peace of mind regarding the welfare

supervise your child for the day. Instead, we

of your child from the minute you drop them off

see it as an exciting opportunity to help them

with us, to the minute you pick them up.)

learn, grow, and be happy during the time you
can’t be with them.

Please don't hesitate to contact us with any
questions you may have regarding your childs

It’s our mission to ensure that your child not only

specific needs,

feels happy and supported during their time
with us, but leaves with a keen, enquiring mind

Warm Regards,

and a confidence in their own abilities.

Tejo Kaur - Newbury Lighthouse Owner
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Working with You

As the parent, you know
your child best.
That’s why we work hand-in-hand with you to enable
your child to reach their full potential, at their own
pace and in their own unique way.

Each child is different - from the foods they like, to the
interests they have - and we take extra care to create
an environment that’s tailored specifically to your
child’s needs.

Of course, a natural anxiety of placing your child in a
nursery is that you’ll miss out on their key development
in their important early years.

We understand this, and that’s why we use the Famly
App to keep you fully up-to-date in real time with your
child’s progress.

In the unfortunate event that your child is not well or
has an accident, rest assured, you will be notified
immediately.

With regular catch-ups at the end of each day, and
parents’ meeting twice a year, we want you to feel
confident that you are involved with your child’s
development as we are.

"A
We pride ourselves on our friendly, professional,

IS

AN

CHILD

UNCUT

DIAMOND".

approach, and welcome any feedback and ideas that
will help us to ensure your child gets the most out of
their time here.

Austin

O’Malley
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Welfare
The safety and well-being of both the children
and our team is our number-one priority.

Even more so with the current health risks of COVID-19, we’re working
hard to ensure the most thorough safety standards are upheld at the
nursery. While it is impossible to completely eliminate the risk of COVID19, we are taking precautions to greatly minimise the risk of transmission,
such as:

Ensuring all children and staff wash their hands regularly, or use an
appropriate hand sanitiser. We use sanitisers only with a minimum of
70% alcohol content, sufficient to kill bacteria, and one that is also
sensitive to your child’s skin.

Carrying out strict cleaning and disinfection processes throughout the
day. Our staff work with children only in small groups to limit the risk
of transmission.

We make extensive use of the outdoor classroom where possible, as
research suggests Coronavirus does not transmit to the same extent
outdoors.
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Each staff member is trained to be proactive in ensuring the safety of children who
may be at risk of harm.

Additionally, we work closely with the Child Services to deal with any concerns or
incidents, and have a duty of care to report any of these issues promptly and
diligently. We will advise you of any and all concerns or referrals unless Child
Services advise us otherwise.

The precautions we take to ensure your child's safety are:

Enhanced DBS checks for each and every staff member. In addition, any team
member must have at least two employment references checked before they join
us.

As part of our safeguarding practices, the use of mobile phones or wearable
devices are banned on our premises. For outings, we supply staff with mobiles that
cannot be used to take photos or record video.

We have strict entry procedures with secure door entry in place. Children can only
be collected from nursery by people you nominate.

All meals for children who have special dietary requirements are served on red
plates and labelled with the child's respective name.

Further, each staff member receives training in Food Safety.Any medication is
administered under strict guidelines.

Any child with medical needs has a care plan, which is thoroughly-checked and
regularly updated. All our full-time staff have current Paediatric First Aid
qualifications. We provide ongoing support and training to ensure our team have
the skills and confidence to take effective action in the event of an incident.
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Our Team
The best childcare comes from

To make sure your child gets the best support, using

powerful practitioners.

the most up-to-date methods, we provide ongoing

That’s why we take a careful, thorough approach to
bringing on any team members.
The team we have selected are made up of talented,
experienced individuals, each with a comprehensive
understanding of children’s development and learning
patterns.
As childcare practitioners, we believe we never stop
learning, even as adults.

training and support to our staff.
Ultimately, their mission is to make sure your child
feels safe, develops at their own pace, and is happy
at our nursery.
For your child, this means a supportive environment,
geared towards their development and enjoyment.
And for you, this means peace of mind throughout the
day while your child is with us.

Key Individual
Children thrive when they have
close relationships with people
who care about them.

We fully believe this at the nursery, and that’s why
we’ve created a curriculum of care based on the idea
of the “Key Individual”.
They work hard to understand your child’s personality,
sensitivities, and needs so that your child can learn,

While the entire team will take care of your child, it is
grow, and develop to their full potential.

the Key Individual who will get to know them the best.
The Key Individual is your main point of contact, from
We believe in helping your child learn through

updating you on your child’s care and development
exploration too. This allows your child to develop

through Famly app, to keeping you in the loop through
strong problem-solving skills, and promotes a feeling

phone calls, parents’ evenings, and face-to-face
of independence as your child begins to master their

meetings.
learning.

To aid this goal, your Key Individual will use the
Famly app to track your child’s progress and set
achievable tasks that foster a love of learning,
reading, or song.
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Our Learning Programmes
Your child’s development will be formed
by many new and exciting experiences
in their early years.

It might start with their first faltering steps,
to the ascent of stairs, or even learning how
to pedal a bicycle!

As each of these experiences become more
familiar to your child, it lays down a base of
foundational skills which lead naturally to
further development.
A happy environment that inspires the

We also appreciate learning involves taking
risks, so we devise our procedures to promote
a ‘can do’ approach that also limits this risk
factor as much as possible.

imagination also helps to spark natural
Ultimately, our nursery environment is

curiosity for the developing mind. We aim to
designed to be a creative, purposeful space

create this kind of environment at the
that promotes your child’s independence.

nursery, where activities and opportunities
for learning are abundant.
We want your child to feel happy and at ease
during their time at the nursery. To add to this,
our familiar spaces promote a sense of
security, wellbeing, and the feeling that the
nursery exists as a “home away from home” for
them.
We know some children prefer to learn
outdoors, so we make sure to use our garden,
Goldwell Park Woodlands, and its fields to
have fun and learn to do things in distinct
ways.

Being outdoors encourages both development
and positive wellbeing in your child, so we

QUOTE

want to offer them the best opportunity to
explore, use their senses, and be physically
active!
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Curious Babies

Younger babies make discoveries about
the world around them every day.
And the more they find out about the environment surrounding
them, the more connections are able to form between neurons
in their brain.

To help their development in these key early stages, we’ve
designed our baby room to stimulate and encourage them by
reaching out and exploring the objects around them.

With Heuristic play methods that allow the babies to discover

“LIKE
ARE
ARE

TO
THE

OUR

STARS

THE

SKY,

the new world they live in, we encourage your children to find

SO

CHILDREN

WORLD.

DESERVE

solutions independently.

TO

THEY

TO

SHINE!”

J.

Chidolue

When it’s finally time to relax there’s even a space for that too!
Our baby sleep room provides a tranquil space to help tired

Chinonye

babies drift into a peaceful sleep after enjoying a tiring day of
discovery.
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Activities

To help support and extend your child’s learning,
we offer exciting and challenging activities at the
nursery, such as:

Yoga

Gentle breathing exercises can help to set your preschooler up for the day. These exercises instil a
sense of calm and being in control. We teach simple
Yoga moves to help your child experience exercise
as something enjoyable.

“I can cook!”

One of the best ways for your child to learn about
healthy eating is to have fun preparing food. With
our “I can cook!” classes, your children are
encouraged from an early age to have a go at
preparing their own meals. This also offers
opportunities for mathematical development through
measuring, weighing, and counting.
Science

Rather than simply teaching facts, we encourage the
development of scientific thinking. Examples range
from investigating how your child can make flowers
change colour naturally, to exploring the behaviour
of light and shadows. This allows your child to
develop a keen knack for problem-solving and
finding “out-of-the-box” solutions.

Forest activities

Spending time being surrounded by nature can
create a sense of awe and wonder in your child. By
taking advantage of nearby outdoor spaces, we
look to ignite curiosity, create a sense of discovery,
and allow your child to safely explore the dynamic
world around them.
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Activities
Jolly Phonics

Jolly Phonics is a fun and engaging method for children to
learn to read and write. Through songs and actions, your
child can learn to make the sounds associated with
particular letters come to life. What’s more, Jolly Phonics is
a popular technique used in most local schools. This means
a seamless transition when they eventually move on to the
next chapter in their development.

Gardening

From the benefits of physical activity, to a love of growing
things, gardening

can inspire a great connection with the

outdoors from an early age. After all - there’s no better way
to learn the life cycle of a sunflower than to plant one and
help it grow!
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What will they Eat?
Good nutrition is critical
to fuel your child's growth
and development.
In their early years, children discover hundreds of
unfamiliar tastes and textures, as well as likes and
dislikes.

This can make it a challenge to find well balanced
meals and snacks that they enjoy. For that reason, we
pay extra attention to the food options we serve at
Newbury Lighthouse Nursery.

Every day we serve your child nutritious meals and
snacks, encouraging them to try fresh foods - everything
from star cut apples, all the way to smoothies!

We take dietary requirements very seriously at the
nursery. All staff receive training in Food Safety, and
keep careful track of any allergies or intolerances a
child may suffer from.

We also cater to many dietary preferences, including
vegetarian or vegan diets to ensure we create an
environment that’s inclusive of everyone.

“I THINK, AT A CHILD’S BIRTH, IF A MOTHER COULD ASK A FAIRY GODMOTHER TO
ENDOW IT WITH THE MOST USEFUL GIFT, THAT GIFT WOULD BE CURIOSITY.”

Eleanor Roosevelt
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A Final Note ...
A nursery is more than simply
a place to leave your child for
supervision during the day.

Instead, it’s a place where your child can learn, grow,
and develop during the time you’re not with them.

We want to give you peace of mind that your children
are in expert hands from the moment you drop them off
with us, to the time they leave at the end of the day.

From each and every team member here at Newbury
Lighthouse Nursery, we can’t wait to welcome you and
your child into our world of play, learning, and
development!

To enquire about enrolling your child in the nursery,
simply get in touch with us today through any of the
contact options listed below.

Warm Regards,
Tejo Kaur - Newbury Lighthouse Nursery Owner

Tel: 01635 799968
E: info@newburylighthouse.com
W: NewburyLighthouse.com
A: 6 Northcroft Lane Newbury RG14 1BU

“THE GREATEST GIFTS YOU CAN GIVE YOUR CHILDREN ARE THE ROOTS OF
RESPONSIBILITY AND THE WINGS OF INDEPENDENCE.”

Denis Waitley
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